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Legendary composer Thomas B. Sullivan was
the pioneer of the party game genre. He scored
movies like “The Naked Gun”, “Beauty and the
Beast”, “Flatliners” and “True Lies”, but also

international hits like “Crimson Tide”,
“Independence Day”, “Star Wars: Return of the
Jedi” and “Pearl Harbor”. Because of his musical
collaboration with director Roland J. Teske, he’s

also had the opportunity to score game
soundtracks like “Brak’s World”, “House of the

Dead”, “Battlezone”, “The Warriors”,
“GoldenEye”, “Parasite Eve”, “Robocop”, “Total
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Recall” and “The Long Kiss Goodnight”. The
man, who has received multiple composer’s,

arranger’s and musician’s awards, is best known
for his work in game music, but he’s also

composed orchestral pieces and, most of all,
film scores. His early work in game music was a
bit different from what you hear from him today.

“Rock & Roll the Eskimo” was the first full-
length game which Sullivan composed, and it
was the only title he ever scored with vocals.
Then, he composed “DeathRace 2000” and

“Vietcong” before he became the composer of
Lucasarts classics like “Brak’s World”, “Halo:

Combat Evolved”, “Halo 2”, “Halo 3”, “Conker’s
Bad Fur Day”, “Lethal Enforcers”, “Star Wars: X-
Wing” and “Star Wars: The Force Unleashed”. In

1997, Teske and Sullivan finally created the
party game genre with “Ikaruga”. Then, they

came with the perfect idea for a movie inspired
soundtrack – they used the heroes’ voices from
the movie as the game’s in-game audio. Back
then, that was probably the only way to do it,

since the synthesizer chips didn’t have enough
memory to save tracks from one game and play

them in another
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When your company’s website has the ability to capture and retain
your organization’s talents and client base, you need to be in front

of them consistently.

With its responsive web design features, SlideSoundtrack can work
for a wide range of devices from mobile phones to large tablets.
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